
THE FAR SIDEMission to discover the unknown
China successfully landed Chang’e-4 on the 
far side of the Moon yesterday, a historic �rst.

• The Chang’e-4 landed in the 
South Pole-Aitken Basin, the 
Moon’s largest and oldest 
impact crater, at 10.26am 
yesterday.
• Named for Chang’e, the 
Chinese goddess of the Moon 
who, according to legend, 
lives there with a jade rabbit.
• It is carrying instruments  
to analyse the unexplored 
region’s geology, as well as  
to conduct biological 
experiments. 

The Chang’e-4 rover 
is 1.5m long and about 
1m wide and tall, with 
two foldable solar 
panels and six wheels. 
China’s last lunar 
rover – named Yutu, or 
Jade Rabbit – ceased 
operation in August 
2016 after 972 days 
of service on the 
Moon’s surface as 
part of the Chang’e-3 
mission.

A Long March 3B 
rocket lifted off on 
Dec 8 last year 
carrying the Chang’e-4 
from the Xichang 
Satellite Launch 
Centre in China.
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The Aitken basin is thought to have been 
formed during a gigantic collision very 
early in the Moon’s history. The collision is 
likely to have thrown up material from the 
Moon’s interior, meaning that Chang’e-4 
could provide new clues as to how the 
natural satellite was formed.
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Other lunar 
landings and 
crashes, all on the 
near side of the 
Moon, the side that 
is always visible 
from the Earth.

The Queqiao satellite 
will relay data to the 
Earth from the far 
side of the Moon.
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